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Address POWERQUANT Photovoltaik GmbH 
Schiessbergweg 8 
2102 Bisamberg

Country Austria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Powerquant manufactures PV-modules from crystalline silicon with a unique solar cell technology. We offer pure power modules as well as design
modules for building integration. Our BIPV modules come with the DIAGON solar cell, which permits to create an infinity of different geometric patterns
in building facades. The patterns can be gold, silver copper or red. Our pure power modules get more power from the silicon area than comparable
products. At the Intersolar 2009 we show for the first time our modules with the QUARTER cell. These cells have no bus lines, so the modules look
very homogeneous. And they allow high voltage modules. The 200 Wp module can give you as much as 115 V at 2 A, which means easy work for the
inverter.
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